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Way fewer people were

transferred this month and it feels

like the situation is stabilising a bit

after a period of many transfers

and people that left by themselves . 

Some of our teachers were part of

an amazing theatre play directed

by Iman . It was a very emotional

play combining the story of

refugees with a more poetic

message of how people co-exist in

the world . 

SITUATION  ON  LESVOS SITUATION  IN  ATHENS

GENERAL  UPDATES
Most of you have probably seen it in the news , the heat in Greece and other

mediterranean countries has led to a lot of fires causing big problems all

over the country . It is terrible to see how much climate change is affecting

the world and the implications it has on people and especially less

privileged people . 

The situation in Afghanistan has also heavily affected our community , since

many of them are originally from there and still have family there . We try to

support each other as much as possible and have participated in multiple

demonstrations in Athens , Ioannina and on Lesvos .  

We had a lot of volunteers this month ! It was like 2019 again , before the

pandemic hit the world and we couldn 't receive a lot of volunteers for a

long time . We had an amazing dinner with all our volunteers on Lesvos and

seeing the mix of community and international volunteers all together
around one table having a great time together is one of the most beautiful

things in the world .

On Lesvos there were 96 new arrivals and 218 transfers this month , the

total refugee population on Lesvos is now officially 3564 people. In August

88 boats were stopped, trying to reach safety in Europe .

The fires heavily affected Attica

region . One of the main refugee

camps close to Athens , Malakasa ,

was evacuated and all the people

were transfered to Ritsonas camp .

Luckily the damage was limited and

people could return after 3 days . 

The Greek government announced

the closing of Skaramagas camp

mid September . All the people will

be transfered to Thessaloniki ,

Katsikas or other camps  around

Athens . 



WE  ARE  GROWING !
FROM  SEPTEMBER  1  WE  START  TOGETHER  WITH  HABIBI  WORKS  AND  KOIZ:

HABIBI  AND  SPORT  WITH  REFUGEES  IOANNINA

We are super happy to announce that we are going to work together with Habibi Works

and KOIZ on a collaborative project in Ioannina under the name Habibi and Sport
with Refugees.

Habibi and Sport with Refugees will be a sports project similar to the ones we have on

Lesvos and in Athens , on Habibi Works '  premises , with the support of KOIZ . 

A big part of the project is focused on the female community of Katsikas camp , the

biggest refugee camp close to Ioannina . The women find a safe space in our activities

and can work on their mental and physical health while creating body awareness and

experiencing a moment for themselves away from all the misery of the camp , and their

daily occupations . 

In order to make this project successful and grow it in the way we want , we started a

crowdfunding campaign . Our annual budget is around 15 ,000 Euro of which 5 ,000 will

be supported by the Mediterranean women fund . The crowdfunding campaign can be

found here : https ://www .globalgiving .org/projects/habibiandsportwithrefugees/

We went to Ioannina with Kirstine , one of the new coordinators of the project , Estelle ,

Nina , Mohadese and Sohaila . Sohaila and Mohadese came to upskill the teacher team

and Nina and Estelle focused on finalising the arrangements for the cooperation

together with Mimi from Habibi Works . 

Currently the project is running with 8 different activities and Iman is coordinating the

sports project . Iman is leaving at the end of August and then Kirstine and Maeve will

take up the coordination and start organising and expanding from there . We are super

excited and can 't wait to see the project develop . 



Taekwondo 

MMA 

Climbing for minors in collaboration with Iliaktida

New YSR football team

Supporting a new football team in collaboration with SPANOS

First of all : WE HAVE THE VAN! A huge thanks to ONE TEAM for helping us start the

'Moveable Gym' Project . ONE TEAM donated 6 ,500 Euro for the purchase of the van ,

which covered the basis , and donate4refugees helped us to cover the taxes and

insurance of almost 2 ,000 Euro . We are super thankful to both ! With the van we can

bring sports to people that can 't access the gym , expand our activities and drive

people to the outside locations where we have sport activities . We can 't wait to

further develop the project . However , we also need to fill the van with equipment

and cover the petrol and maintenance . That is why ONE TEAM started a

crowdfunding campaign for which we can really use your support :

https ://www .betterplace .org/en/projects/97465-integration-through-sports-the-

moveable-gym-for-young-people-on-lesvos . 

AND : WE HAVE WIFI IN THE GYM ! Thanks to OHF and Makerspace we can now do

the registration online and we will never have to search for connection anymore

outside if we need to contact people . 

This month we added many new activities to the schedule : 

Unexpectedly the team of PE International came to Lesvos to help our football ,

volleyball and swimming teachers to become better instructors . Chris and Simone

were super amazing trainers and the teams learned a lot . We are super thankful and

hope to see them again soon in Ioannina ! 

We did a basic First Aid training for the teachers with Maria .

LESVOS  



In the beginning of the summer we decided that Nina would move to Athens in

the end of August to help the project further develop and set up cooperation

agreements with other organisations . There are many possibilities  for further
developing the gym in Athens and having one of the directors on the ground will

make a big difference .

The first steps are taken ; we open the gym now from 3pm until 10pm and the goal

is to eventually be open from 10am until 10pm if we have enough volunteers and

teachers . We offer now a specific bodybuilding hour for minors from different

shelters and we work now with three bodybuilding coaches so they can divide

the bodybuilding time over the three of them . 

Hamid took the initiative to start training with the team in Malakasa camp once

per week on Sunday and Yoga and Sport will support this financially . Eventually we

would like to offer more sports in the camps on a regular basis . 

We also have a new boxing coach , Amir , who is doing a great job in the gym

teaching a lot of new boxing students !

Aref organised a competition in the gym for Taekwando , Zumba and K1 . All the

students received a diploma and for the winners there were some great medals !

Soon we will do a competition for 3 other disciplines . 

GAME came to Athens again to talk to Nina , Estelle and the coordinators about the

project and possible cooperation in the future .

Morteza , our running coach , had a half marathon competition on Skyros , which he

won in a track record! 

ATHENS



Martial arts

21.6%

Field sports

19.1%

Other activities

16.2%

Fitness

15.6%

Women sports

9%

Swimming

7.9%

Parkour

5.6%

Yoga

1.5%

MEN

76.5%

MINORS

13.5%

WOMEN

10%

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per week :

Taekwando

20.6%

Bodybuilding

17.6%

Zumba

11.8%

Kickboxing

11.8%

Boxing

8.8%

Women fitness

7.1%

Parkour

5.9%

Running

4.1%

MEN

34.8%

Women

30.4%

Kids

17.4%

Minors from shelters

17.4%

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per week :

Football

25.6%

Fitness

19.2%

Volleyball

19.2%

Women 

7.7%

Climbing 

7.7%

Running

7.7%

Boxing

6.4%

MEN

56.5%

WOMEN

43.5%

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per week :

20

19

2036

509

Division of students over the different projects: Number of men/women/kids

 in the projects :

Lesvos: 

10

12

1612

403

Division of students over the different projects: Number of men/women/kids

 in the projects :

Athens: 

8

3 (but not official yet)

1356 (but a lot the same)

339 (but many the same)

Division of students over the different projects: Number of men/women in

the projects :

Habibi and Sport with Refugees Ioannina

THE  PROJECTS  IN  NUMBERS



Sports clothes via Claude

Sports clothes via the mayor of Libourne

Income

Our total income this month : 61 .974 (-51 .777)

Income general donations : 842 (+83)

Income from volunteer house : 1 .100 (+600)

Support from Three Peas : 400 

Monthly donors : 65 (+2) 

OHF support : 350  

Let 's Keep the Ball Flying : 1500

Fundraiser Claude : 800

Mediterranean Women Fund (HSR): 5000

Income per category: 

Other forms of support
Physical donations :

GENERAL  FINANCES  

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Cash
1.1%

Three Peas
4.1%

Volunteer house
11.2%

Website
4.5%

Med women fund
50.8%

LKTBF
15.2% Volunteer fundraiser

8.1%

Expenses

Our total expenses this month : 12 .151 7 .104

(-3 .192)

Expenses Lesvos : 3 .181 (+23)

Expenses Athens : 1 .907 (-236)

Expenses HSR Ioannina : 1 .091 

General expenses : 5 .171 (+3 .367)

Expenses per category: 

Van
23.1%

Coordinator support
17.8%

Teacher support Lesvos
7.9%

Housing
14.7%

Teacher support Athens
5.6%

Director support
11.1%

Lesvos Gym
2.2%

General Fundraising Update
Claude , one of our volunteers , did a

very successful fundraiser before

coming to Lesvos . We also received the

money from LKTBF for the rent of the

field for the women volleyball team .

This month we bought the van , partly

sponsored by ONE TEAM for the

moveable van project . The money was

transferred to OHF and we paid the

taxes and insurance . We also received

the support from the Mediterranean

women fund for the support of one

coordinator and four teachers for the

project in Ioannina . 

Explanation of Expenses
This month we spent 2400 Euro on the

van to pay for taxes , registration and

insurance . The rest of the van is covered

by ONE TEAM . We also spent quite some

money on the visit with Estelle , Nina ,

Kirstine , Mohadese and Sohaila to

Ioannina . We went there to make the

final agreements about the project and

to upskill their community teachers .

Further there were the general

expenses for the gyms , the teachers ,

coordinators and houses . 



Navid (Boxing)

Nassim (Karate)

Rachidou (Bodybuilding)

Jalil (judo)

Barkissa

Mahdi (dancing)

Zaki (yoga)

Habib (boxing)

Aghil (Kung Fu)

Mahdi (Muay Thai)

Zia (Parkour)

Yadullah (yoga)

Mahmood (Swimming)

Arvin (volleyball)

Anisgul (volleyball)
Amanollah (Football)

Jawad (Football)

Rajab (volleyball)

Maria (climbing)

Nina (running)

Sharif (MMA)
Habib (Taekwando)
Dimtris (Climbing)
Ali Bakhshi (Football)
Mohammad (Football)
Ibrahim (Bodybuilding)
Rocco (Climbing)
Claude (Women sport)

Sharif (bodybuilding)

Simon (bodybuilding)
Aziz (bodybuilding)
Sohaila (Fitness women)

Aref (taekwando)

Morteza (running)

Mohadese (yoga)

Hamid (Muay Tai)

Nasrin (Zumba)

Mohammad (Parkour)

Ali Jean Marco (Wrestling)

Amir (boxing)

Update on teachers 
Current teaching team : 

Left Lesvos :

Left Athens :

Lesvos : 

Athens :

Social media
Facebook (YSR)
Total likes : 3 .278 (+16) 

Total followers : 3 .544 (+21)

Total posts : 10 (+0)

Instagram (YSR)
Total followers : 3 .115 (+85)

Total posts : 12 (+0)

Facebook (YSR Athens)
Total likes :  615 (+9)

Total followers : 657 (+11)

Total posts : 6 (+4)

Instagram (YSR Athens)
Total followers : 630 (+23)

Total posts : 7 (+3)

Instagram (HSR Ioannina)
Total followers : 359

Total posts : 12

Kirstine

Pascal 

Cynthia

Amir

Karimullah

Anna

Eulalia

Aisling

Amaia

Laia

Claude

Carmen

Sharif

Maria

Kyla

Lide

Update on volunteers 
Coordinators : Miren , Yadullah , Aref ,

Sadighi , Soheyla .

The volunteers in July :

Lesvos : 

Athens :

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

Manduka Europe Yoga for All : Yoga and

Sport with Refugees . 

Article Giacomo and Dario :

Naiz/Gara (Basque country)

Domani (Italy)

Der Spiegel (Germany)

Nederlands Dagblad (Netherlands)

Sonntag (Switzerland)

Etc (Sweden)

Publications

https://eu.manduka.com/blogs/manduka-mag/yoga-for-all-yoga-sport-with-refugees
https://eu.manduka.com/blogs/manduka-mag/yoga-for-all-yoga-sport-with-refugees


Improve ex-volunteer engagement
Build an ambassador network
Do a big December fundraiser
Create a 4 year strategy and budget
Develop an annual ToT-cycle 

Organise more competitions and activities for the teams
Organise the upstairs space and make a need list
Develop the moveable gym project
Organise cultural awareness training sessions for volunteers and teachers

Expand the schedule 
Offer specific classes in cooperation with different organisations
Implement a new registration system with membership cards
Be stricter on cleaning and attendance of teachers and students 

Build a good relationship with the team and the community
Implement the new registration systems
Recruit teachers and improve the activities
Train the teachers and professionalise them
Fundraise enough money for the rest of the year and the first 4 months of
2022

It is August and a good moment to reflect on our work so far and what we
still want to accomplish in the next few months. 

So far 2021 has been a great year with a lot of positive developments. The
gyms are open, the organisational structure is much more clear, we are
working a lot on professionalisation in the organisation and we will start a
new project in Ioannina in collaboration with Habibi Works and KOIZ in
September 2021.

There is also still a lot of work to do, and a lot to improve. The priorities for
the next few months are described below for the general organisation and
the different projects.

Priorities: 
GENERAL PRIORITIES

PRIORITIES LESVOS

PRIORITIES ATHENS 

PRIORITIES IOANNINA

UPDATE  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES
QUICK  SUMMARY



Zeynab 
Volunteer in Athens , part of

team Running Athens

"I started running to improve
my mood and to become more
aware of my body. I feel very
good after running. It makes
me feel I can do the
impossible."

MESSAGE  FROM  THE  COMMUNITY

Mahmood 
Running teacher Lesvos

 

For me running is the way to make
me happy, and I also want to make
people happy and successful. I am
running because I believe that by
running I can impress my family
and reach my goals, and it makes
me full of energy. 



WITH  THANKS  TO  OUR  PARTNERS:

HABIBI Refugym VidMob

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

IPF

Three Peas

LAVA KONFRONT LessTalkAthletics Spanos

Free movement

skateboarding MVI MSF FENIX

INTERSOS CAC ChooseLove KOIZ

GAME MWF WWBT LKTBF


